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2. The Community in Action: We announced that our customers have developed 500+ unique bots using 
Symphony’s open APIs. We got to see some of these in action with live demos from customers and 
partners like BNY Mellon, Deutsche Bank, Natixis, J.P. Morgan, and Google. From pre-trade to post-trade 
workflows, these bots wowed the audience. 

3. Why Security Matters: Symphony’s CSO & CTO demonstrated how a seemingly "secure" chat platform 
can be easily hacked with your data readable in clear text. However with the same hacking attempt on 
Symphony, your data remained encrypted and undecipherable. 

Be sure to check out our blog and visit our conference replay page to catch what you missed! 

Want to come to the next Symphony Innovate conference? Registration for Symphony Innovate 2018 in New 
York opens in July so contact your Symphony representative now to secure your invite!
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Symphony Innovation Award Winners 
More than half of our customers currently use bots to automate 
workflows on Symphony. The Symphony Innovation Award 
recognizes cutting-edge bots and applications that are improving 
workflows across the Symphony community. We are thrilled to 
announce the first recipients of this award:  

Coming Next Month: How to leverage filters to organize & prioritize Symphony messages
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Highlights from Symphony Innovate Asia 
We hosted our first Symphony Innovate Asia conference in Hong 
Kong last week! Over 300 attendees from 100+ 
companies walked away with insights and ideas on how to best 
leverage Symphony for secure team collaboration. 

1. The Opening Keynote:  David Gurlé, Founder & CEO of 
Symphony, opened the day with the “Social Operating System” 
and brought executives from GAMA, Thomson Reuters, Nikkei, 
CLSA, and ANZ on stage to demonstrate their Symphony 
integrations - live! 

Trade Butler Bot, ANZ Banking Group: automates trade validation, resulting in an 81% reduction of risk 
events linked to incorrect trade booking.  

Symphony Data Layer, ipushpull: delivers live data from external applications without sharing files, 
leveraging Symphony's security model and keeping your data secure.   

Read more about their developments in our latest press release. If your development teams have created a 
bot or application that transformed the way you use Symphony, nominate it here.

https://symphony.com/press/releases/symphony-community-embraces-automation-bots
https://techcrunch.com/2018/05/20/a-simple-solution-to-end-the-encryption-debate/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JQDCrWnJpOI&index=10&list=PLonwVbCfSkamQN6oFpthaEpOtKvkA9CR4&t=0s
https://symphony.com/blog/item/the-future-is-now-at-symphony-innovate-asia
http://innovate.symphony.com/asia
https://innovate.symphony.com/nyc-2018
https://innovate.symphony.com/nyc-2018
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7kvVB5amFSE&list=PLonwVbCfSkamQN6oFpthaEpOtKvkA9CR4
https://symphony.com/press/releases/symphony-community-embraces-automation-bots
https://symphony.com/company/innovation-award

